
Enabling Connected 

Buildings Through 

Next Generation 911



Connected Smart Building Technologies

Technological innovations in safety and security infrastructure have created a paradigm shift in securing facilities over 

the past few years. Unfortunately, these systems are often siloed and have created information overload for those in 

charge of managing them in emergencies.

Video Surveillance Door Access Control Weapons and gunshot 

detection

AI threat detection and 

facial recognition
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Connected Smart Buildings: The Challenge
As of 2020, data for smart building technology deployed to help improve safety and security hasn’t 
been made available to those that need it most during emergencies: Public safety personnel.

Beyond a voice call to 911, public safety needs to get as much 
of this relevant life-saving data delivered as quickly as possible 
to the appropriate responder.
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Organizations Across Every Industry
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Facility Data

• Building Technology
• Site Floorplans
• Emergency Device 

Locations
• Emergency Triggers

Public Safety

• Emergency Location Data
• Caller Voice Data
• Access to Dispatchable 

Resources

One-Way Data Channel
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Facility Data

• Video Surveillance
• Access Control
• Site Floorplans
• Emergency Device 

Locations
• Local Response Teams
• Emergency Triggers

Public Safety

• Emergency Location 
Data

• Caller Voice Data
• Access to dispatchable 

resources

Bi-Directional Communication and Control
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Connected Buildings Through a Single Pane of 

Glass
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Manufacturers and PSAP’s alike don’t have

the time, bandwidth or resources to manage 

all these siloed data feeds, let alone build the 

required integrations in the first place.

This has opened the door for an over the 

top, single pane of glass software that is 

solution agnostic, capable of tying 

together these disparate systems in a 

consumable format. 



What Does This

Look Like in a Real-

Life Environment?



Easily 
Consumed, 
Actionable  
Data Source
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Detailed Reporting
After an emergency then comes the need to take a step back 
and evaluate the response. Every action a user takes needs to 
be documented and readily available to view. From locking and 
unlocking doors to viewing cameras, each action taken should 
be timestamped with the individual taking that action.

You can even take this one step further through active drilling 
capabilities so that long before an emergency strikes, all 
stakeholders are prepared to action.
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